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Cover Art
By Camille Frate

Letter from the Editor
By Deven Tokuno			

2013 Editor in Chief

Dear Readers,
Please consider this journal a gift.
After hours and hours of outreach, reading, and fine tuning,
the 2013 edition of LandEscapes (LE) has managed to surpass
all expectations. This journal acts as a reflection of culture at
Washington State University in the finest manner, highlighting
student talent in the form of poetry, fiction, nonfiction, art, music,
and, for the first time, digital multimedia.
For the past 13 years, LE has published student voices in-print,
and more recently online (see: landescapes.wsu.edu). As in years
past, the competition continues to be fierce, and our contributors
the best of the best.
Many thanks to the Services and Activities Fees Committee
for supporting and recognizing LE’s significance; to the WSU
libraries, Al Cornish, Kay Vyhnanek, and Steve Taylor; to our
adviser, Peter Chilson for his guidance; to University Publishing
and Jean Taylor; and to The Bookie for selling our journals
to alumni and friends. Finally, special thanks to the English
Department, particularly Todd Butler, Rebecca Goodrich, and
Linda Russo.
To my editors—thank you for your diligence, patience, and
comradery. I couldn’t have asked for a better team.
We hope that you continue reading and enjoying LandEscapes
for years to come. Like us, follow us, and share the gift of literary
arts.
#awesome

Deven Tokuno
LandEscapes Editor in Chief
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Surfacing

Art

By Alison Mand
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The Demons Will
Charm You

Fiction

By Duke Sullivan

September 2012: Present Day
I find the diversity of noises in the city fascinating: car alarms,
sirens, the gears clicking on bicycles, the tick of the crosswalks,
espresso machines pouring shots over ice as soymilk bubbles
onto the counter… noises overlap and build. But, never from the
people. People are quiet – plugged into their iPods and carefully
avoiding eye contact. What I find most interesting is that here I
feel completely invisible. I can blend into the environment and get
lost within the people and actions around me; let the city of Seattle
cover me in its sounds and shroud myself in a jarring silence.
However, as I sit beside the small tombstone in Lakeview
Cemetery looking back on my life, there are no sounds. But there’s
something tangible about this silence that I cling to. The way it fills
your ears just the way music or voices do, the way you peel away
layers of quietness to get at sounds beneath it. Layers that suffocate
the senses; a heart beating on the eardrum – the same ominous
tone with no decipherable pitch. I suppose I like it because I am
always searching for noise — sitting up at three in the morning;
the creak of the house and the metallic clack of a dog’s tags outside
as his owner takes him for a pre-dawn walk and the wind against
the glass of my window. It is interesting though because we never
actually reach it. Silence is like being in the dark: we find shapes
and sounds when we expect nothing. And silence means much
more when you can never have it.
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As a child I searched for that silent place. I found it, if only for
seconds at a time. Silence was there in the moments when I pulled
the sheets over my head. Under them I could listen past the owl
perched on the branches as they swayed together in the night. I
could get inside myself, and nothing else mattered. This silence
could block her voice from pouring onto my skin when she would
rage. Under them I was untouchable.
I recall those nights. Ever since I can remember, their arguments
would envelop the house. They would tear into me, lingering even
after they stopped. Yet, like with the city’s noises, in their screams
I found comfort. As long as there was screaming, it meant that
my mother would not be bothering me. As long as there was
screaming, I felt safe. Covered by sounds, I was invisible. Waiting
in silence, I was prey.
Some ideas remain branded in my skin like scars that no one
can see. I feel them everyday, scratching underneath the dermis
and clawing at my intestines. All I could do was suppress them:
tame my ghouls before they devoured me. But there came a
moment when they broke through. And I had to think about
what happened to everything I was and where I went wrong along
the way; but I didn’t understand it – I couldn’t. I was engulfed
in her shadows. I’m changed now, like everyone else exposed
to her madness. The manipulation that lingers in my mind will
always be present but I finally understand that it doesn’t have to
be inescapable... An idea that can never be erased, only accepted.
Through it all, I almost lost the ability to breathe. Yet through it
all, I now understand that it’s okay.
March 1995: 11 years old
The door to my bedroom was cracked allowing a sliver of light
through – the blankets stifled my breath. Wide-awake I laid there
listening, careful not to make any movements and hoping that
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all remained calm. I did not trust the darkness because I could
not trust her. But then it came as it always did. The screaming
progressed quickly. Whispers traced the hallways, building as
it crawled across the carpet gaining momentum with each fiber
it consumed until it echoed throughout the walls and down my
spine.
And when my father screamed out in the middle of the night,
I often wished that I didn’t understand what it was that haunted
him. His cries were broken and shrill like old piano strings that
played much higher than they should have been. Out of tune
against the softness of his face, but accentuated by the liquor in
his blood. Alcoholism plagued him and he succumbed to it. Over
the years, he used spirits to drown out Thena. I guess I couldn’t
blame him.
“AHHHHHHHH!” Thena’s screams burst through the halls in
the middle of the night. Her words were incomprehensible, the
vibrations escaping her throat too powerful for diction.
“Thena, you have to stop this! What do you expect me to do?
You blame everyone else, ask everyone else to change, why can’t
you see that it’s you…” Jon trailed off as he started crying. I
crawled down the hallway to listen.
“I have done nothing. I’m here for this family! Where are you?!
You’re never home, and when you are, you’re not here. Always
screaming in your sleep like a child.” Thena raged and punched
the wall. “See what you made me do?” She cried, trying to make
Jon out to be the bad guy, “This is domestic abuse.”
“Hardly, I’ve never touched you,” Jon said.
“You don’t have to.” The way she said it, I knew she was smiling.
The corners of her lips raised just enough as if she were devising
a plan to make it look as if he had. I heard her footsteps heading
toward the door. I didn’t want her to find me listening, so I
sprinted back down the hall. But as I turned the corner, I collided
with Natalia.
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“Damen, come on.” My sister hurried me to her room. We
went to escape it, like most nights, in the hump of pillows and
blankets that we piled in her closet. We closed the doors, and let
the darkness take us.
“I can’t take this anymore.” I whispered.
“It’ll be okay.” Natalia gave me a soft smile. I could see her
sadness too, even if she was trying to be strong for both of us. “We
can get through this, Damen. I’ll get us out of here.” Before our
breath could settle, the closet doors erupted.
“What are you two doing?!” Thena yelled at us. Enraged, spit
flew from her lips. Her round face loomed above us and color
spread over her like poison as if the remnant of the stretched out
moon tattooed on her neck seeped into her veins. “Get your asses
in bed, now!” She grabbed my arm and dragged me from my
corner. Rug burns swelled across my knees – they hurt but I didn’t
cry, I would not give her the satisfaction. “You both know better
to be up this late.”
“You woke us up!” Natalia yelled back. Thena’s eyes pinched
at their tear ducts. I couldn’t help but be scared for her. Thena
reached for Natalia and lifted her from the floor.
“You do not talk back to me.” She said as Jon ran into Natalia’s
bedroom.
“Thena, what are you doing? You do not touch her!” Yet again
they left us on the sidelines; unnoticed, my sister and I huddled
together back into her closet, their screams looming in the walls.

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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Inspiration: Music
By Julia Grace

Julia Grace finds inspiration for her songs from the people in
her life, specifically her friends and family. She originally wrote
Lock and Key about the prospect of finding love in the future and
it has evolved in meaning over time as her life has changed. It was
the first song she ever wrote on guitar and remains one of her
favorite pieces. Some of Julia’s favorite artists include Allen Stone,
Colbie Callait, the Lumineers, and many more.
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Empty Thought
Near an Empty Lot

Art

By Colt Fetters
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Editor’s Choice

Christine Rushton

About four years ago, a tragedy came upon my
older brother’s life. He lost a friend, Stu, someone he
would study with, talk with, and just hang out with.
As his sister, I did what I could to help him through,
but it wasn’t until I matured and entered the art of
journalism that I felt I could truly help him honor his
friend. I wrote the initial feature story that published
in The Daily Evergreen newspaper in one sitting.
Then, when I decided to reflect upon my experience
reliving my brother’s and his friend’s sister’s pain,
I wrote this non-fiction piece within a day or two.
While I learned a considerable amount about writing
on a sensitive topic, I also learned about how passion
for a story can allow for the creation of powerfully
interwoven words. I had a passion for telling how
Stu’s tragedy changed the lives of those he loved. I
hope to never have to write of a loved one’s anguish
again, but I now understand how my words offer a
voice for those who may need one.
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A Story Told

Nonfiction

By Christine Rushton

Eyes clamped shut, laptop humming in preparation, right
thumb poised above the numbers, I sat at the desk with the office
door shut. My body was frozen. Any second and I would dial the
number, put the phone against my pierced ear, and wait for the
woman’s voice on the other end of the line. But seconds turned
in to minutes and the dread of the coming conversation began
to force my body into a rigid state. Finally, pulling in the coffee
scented aroma that wafted from the fresh mug at my left to my
freckled nose above, I snapped open my clear, hazel eyes. Fingers,
numbers, breathe, 2-0-8-3-5…

Every morning, I pick up the paper. Sometimes the headlines
read, “Tuition hikes hurt students”, and sometimes they read,
“Playful puppies help charities”. I’d like to say the feel of the print
between my fingers and the smell of the fresh ink drive my habit,
but really I hate the black smudges that end up covering my hands
and indubitably streaking my face. No, I reach into the jaws of
the newspaper box and yank out the publication just escaping
the snap of the door’s metal, because I’m a journalist. Like a drug
addict gets a high off of a hit of marijuana, holding a newspaper in
my hands sends a wave of adrenaline coursing through my veins,
focusing my mind on consuming the latest news information.
As a news reporter, I’ve covered budget situations that would
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send dedicated accountants into early hibernation, cupcake
decorating charity fundraisers, and management screw-ups
that have cost strapped students precious dollars. However, the
stories dealing with death make me second-guess my choice of
employment. Sitting at my laptop, screen open to a blank Word
document, I breathe in the air others no longer can. The ink that
dries in the final print article may not have a literal existence, but I
am tasked with bringing to life the stories of those who have died.
I once watched a gifted reporter with whom I work, crumble in
the newsroom. Stoic, respectful, and patient, she had spent the day
walking in the shadow of a family who had recently lost their son
to an alcohol overdose. Back in the nearly empty newsroom, she
sat down, transferred the family’s pain to print, and then cried.
She proved herself to be human. And just days after her story ran,
I proved the same fact for myself.

“Hi, is this Brooke Robertson? This is Christine Rushton,
Cameron’s little sister.”
“Hi Christine. Yes, this is Brooke. Cameron told me you were
going to call. I hope I can help with your article,” she responded
with a certain confidence in her tone.
“I think you will. Did my brother kind of tell you what the
article is about?” I hesitated slightly on the phone, trying to gather
my bearings.
“He mentioned that a student had died at WSU? I looked up
the news reports on it and saw it was because of alcohol. Cameron
said something about you writing a story on Stu. Something about
telling what happened to him and who he was?” On the phone,
Brooke was surprisingly willing to talk. The article I had asked to
write was meant to profile her brother, Stuart, and explain why
he died in his junior year of college and what his family has gone
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through during the three and a half years following his death.
“Yeah, we are trying to put together an alcohol and drug series
here at the paper, and I had hoped to talk with you about how Stu’s
death affected your family. I’ve talked with my brother about it,
and I know from a sister’s perspective how it affected him as one
of Stu’s closest friends, but I’d like to help our readers understand
what these tragedies do to families.” My mouth seemed to move
slowly as each word formed. My professors had taught us to treat
some interview sources like deer in a meadow: don’t spook them
by coming out full force. I had to focus on feeling around the
pond’s edge to make sure if I stepped out on to the ice I wouldn’t
find myself through a hole and drowning in a pool of insensitive
words.
“When Stu died, I was angry. This…this irresponsibility with
alcohol and drugs and partying, this has to stop. People don’t
understand they aren’t invincible, and it isn’t just their lives they
end, they steal their families’ lives, too.” Despite not having the
ability to see Brooke’s eyes, mouth, hands, any part of her body
that could unconsciously reveal the pain Stu’s death caused her,
the passion in her voice told me that even three and a half years
after the accident, she still holds him at fault for ripping his life
from her own.
Head tilted, phone pinned against my shoulder, my fingers
moved furiously across the keys of my laptop, trying to catch
every word Brooke spoke. I dared not pause for fear of missing
even one word she uttered about her brother.
Unsure of where to start questions in this delicate interview,
I settled on a simple request: “Tell me about him. Tell me what
happened. Anything you want.”

I think I was sixteen when my brother made that call from
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college. My mom was really quiet on the phone, and I remember
watching the emotion drain out of her face. It was like watching
a balloon slowly shrivel and finally come to rest on the floor in a
blob of helpless rubber. Out of respect for the privacy I sensed this
phone conversation needed, I climbed the stairs to my room and
sat on my bed’s edge. I waited.
Awhile later she explained to me that one of my brother’s
friends had died after falling off a cliff. Stunned, I didn’t respond
at first. Then I asked the logical question: “How?”
“They’re not sure. Maybe a little later, would you mind calling
your brother?”
“No, but mom, what do I say?” At that age I’d experienced a few
R-rated movies and the usual deaths on the television, but I’d only
attended one real funeral, my grandfather’s. I didn’t know how to
react to death.
“Just let him know you’re there. He doesn’t need advice or
suggestions, he just needs to know his family is there for him
always and whenever he needs.”
It was then I began to understand how people in a secondary
position to death could function. I cried a bit for Stu and his family,
but mostly the tears that fell were for my brother. My brother and
the pain I knew he must have felt.
Knowing he faced finals for school the following week and even
though my faith in the Christian God was not as strong as the
years before philosophy and science entered my brain, I prayed.
For him, I prayed. For the family, I prayed. For Stu, I prayed.

“Stuart died on Saturday morning early in the morning the
weekend before finals week of his junior year of college. He was
found at around 5:30 in the morning by a pedestrian on that
highway who thought maybe he’d been hit by a car. Police came,
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found the body, picked him up; he was wearing basketball shorts,
didn’t have his wallet, ID, nothing was on him.”
Brooke shared her brother’s story so bluntly. It was as if she was
reading the police report verbatim to me, and I remembered the
words of warning my brother had said when he gave me her phone
number for this interview: “She doesn’t hold back anything.” Had
I slowed my tapping fingers to re-steel my nerves, I would not have
heard the horror she recounted.
“Dallas, who was his freshman and sophomore year roommate,
the party Stu was at happened to be at his apartment. He had been
calling my brother for hours afterward. No one had seen him at
the bar; they couldn’t find him. Dallas was driving around to find
him at 7:30 in the morning; he drove down from his house and
saw an ambulance and tarp on the ground. He texted my brother
right after that, ‘You need to fucking call me right now, I just saw
something really scary.’ Dallas called the cops and filed missing
persons report, which is very rare when you’re in college and can’t
find a friend. While he was speaking to the officers describing my
brother, they said maybe you should come down here.”
Ten minutes, fifteen minutes, thirty minutes; the clock must
have moved, but other than the presence of a dull ache in my tilted
neck, I took no notice. Brooke spoke as if she were shaking with
anger. Word after word she punched the syllables, articulating
every letter with the same sting she must feel every time she
remembers her brother. She told me about driving to Pullman
with her parents, meeting with Stu’s friends to demand the
truth, and learning that his death was all because of alcohol and
irresponsibility. She told me about her dad watching the moon
night after night, about her mom’s inability to talk about the
accident, and about how she changed her career path to take on
the job Stu had intended to pursue.
Stu had attended college to study winemaking, and his
family had bought a vineyard in anticipation. They supported
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his ambitions. They wanted to be a part of his dreams. Now, the
vineyard, which is named after him, memorializes Stu’s life.
Brooke said she is pissed off at how her brother left the world.
She is angry she is doing the job meant for him. But, as year after
year goes by, she comes closer to accepting his death and her life.
I could almost hear the anguish melt out of her voice as she
shifted toward describing her brother’s hobbies. He was a gifted
skier, cross-country runner, and student. My own brother,
Cameron, described Stu as great comic relief because they could
always count on him for a good story. And what I drew from
Brooke’s words was that no one should ever lose a person in their
lives because of something as stupid as alcohol.
“He was my other half, he was the other part of me and that’s
gone. That will never come back.”

The interview with Brooke must have lasted 45 minutes, but
it wasn’t until I set down the phone when I realized tears were
streaming down my face. Like a hurricane wave crashing into
the beach, the emotions I had held back during the conversation
slammed into and washed over my body. Enveloped in isolated
silence, I stayed in the office and cradled my damp face in my
propped hands. I let it happen. I hate crying, but I let it happen.
Despite having spent the last near hour thinking of questions,
more filled my mind. What would it feel like to lose my brother?
Was he there at the party? Did he try to stop Stu? Did he know he
needed to? What if it had been him instead of Stu?
Finally, wiping away the drying, salty solution, I drew in a
shaky breath and entered the newsroom. Covered in blotchy red
marks and sporting stylishly puffy eyes, my coworkers halted their
jokes and scanned my face, all eyebrows furrowed in concern. I
attempted a wavering smile, sniffed to clear my nose, and said, “I
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just finished the interview.”
My editor in chief, although shorter than my already squatty
five-feet-three-inches, managed to engulf me in a bear hug. As
the reporter who covered the student death, the one that sparked
my desire to revisit the tragedy my brother experienced, she knew
the splotches covering my cheeks came from enduring the pain of
another. I smiled weakly, let out a small sigh, and said, “People are
going to listen to this story.”
Two seconds later, as I reached for my phone to call my brother,
it started to buzz signaling an incoming call. Glancing down, I
saw the number for my brother’s phone flashing. Yet another tiny
smile spread slightly on my lips as I scurried out of the newsroom
and put the phone to my ear.
“I was just going to call you!” My voice quavered, my vocal
muscles still struggling to gain control of my tone after crying.
“Are you crying?” He laughed a little, not yet knowing the
situation, but out of a habitual effort to cheer me up regardless of
my mood.
“I just finished my interview with Brooke Robertson.”
“Oh…How did it go? She made you cry?”
“No, she didn’t make me cry. It was…the thought that it could
have been you. I couldn’t stop thinking, what if it had been my
brother who had fallen and what if I had been the sister going
through all of this? It sounds silly, but it’s the truth, okay? As for
Brooke, she’s very…blunt. Her honesty was a little shocking at
first. She literally walked me through every single detail.”
“That’s Brooke. I warned you, didn’t I?” I could tell from his
serious tone and avoidance of my hypothetical scenario that the
subject was not one he enjoyed bringing up. However, whenever
he shares his feelings, or rather, whenever I manage to squeeze
any semblance of emotion out of him, his honesty reflects truth.
“Thank you. Thank you for allowing me to interview her and
talk about this situation. Can I ask you a question? Did you know
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all of this? All of what Brooke told me? Were you there at the
party?” I wanted desperately to pelt him with questions about
how he managed the loss, but resorted to treating him like the deer
in the meadow. I value his trust and work hard to never betray it.
“Yes. I was there. I know everything. He was one of my closest
friends and he was…he was the guy you could always count on to
make you laugh.”
Knowing he had to get back to work and knowing I needed to
spit out what I felt no matter how silly it may have felt, I took one
more deep breath and said, “I just need you to know…I just need
you to know that I love you. Everything aside, I’m glad I have you
as my brother.”
And the response I knew was coming, came. “Yeah, I know.”
When it comes to our sibling relationship, my brother and I
have battled with fists, with words, and occasionally with squirt
guns. But, when the bickering over who ate Dad’s box of cereal
ends, we know our bond is one never to be broken.

Christine Rushton
Nonfiction

words from one mouth to many eyes. Often a challenge but never
a burden, my job demands I listen, type, and relay what a story
always requires: honesty.
I am a journalist. I do not create the news or stories I write.
I share the adventures, hopes, dreams, ideas, and tragedies of
others. I live for the news and I write for the individual. And
tomorrow morning when I wake up, I’ll pick up a paper and learn
what the new day has brought.

Eyes open, laptop charged, and a steaming cup of now English
tea beside me, I wrote Stu and Brooke’s article in two hours. As my
fingers pattered away at the keys and the mug’s liquid gradually
drained, I thought about my brother and Brooke. I thought about
their pain, their lives now, but also about the joy Stu brought to
their separate worlds. The words flowed, smoothly carrying the
story downstream until it reached the ending sea, a place to finally
be set free.
It published a few days later with a photo of Stu running a race,
just as his talents allowed. Brooke and my brother thanked me
for writing the article truthfully and without an angle, and it was
then I realized I did nothing but tell a story. Although my name
is on the article’s byline, I am only the vessel that delivers the
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Editor’s Choice

Scott Simonetti

First Breath After the Coma is soft and delicate.
It chronicles the intimate relationship it had with the
forces that created it. Submerged in a stream for four
days, everything from the precipitation to the rocks
surrounding it played part in its creation as much as
my choices leading up to placing it there. The form
itself traces the history of its own creation.
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First Breath
After the Coma

Art

By Scott Simonetti
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Editor’s Choice

Corinne Kinney

I wrote “He Never Told Her” after watching the
film October Baby, while struggling to grasp just
how fragile my existence really is. Time and again
I find myself subconsciously asking the question,
does this life matter? Or more accurately, do I
matter? Via the insistence of God, my passionate
composer, I know the answer to that is yes. And if
my life is meant to be momentous, so must the lives
of every other individual, including the blind, the
ill, the voiceless.
Although imperfect, I realize now it is through
these blemishes we humans find redemption and
become distinct. And instead of being locked
inside a room brimming with regrets, I have hope
in forgiveness and believe no matter our structures,
everyone’s story is meant to be heard.

He Never Told Her

Poetry

By Corinne Kinney
He never told her

babies would speak
this one always wailing
		
for years after
scratched walls
local anesthetic
corridors with fragile lighting
replacing vacant never-to-be memories 			
She rocks her chair every evening waiting for them to come
sips the tart wine of un-ripened grapes
and nibbles on guilt-salted bread crumbs
attempting to find
a petite heart once beating
He never told her
a love would still labor
		years after
that you don’t need to touch or see something
		
in order to adore it
He did say It will be simple
			 it will be quick
The doctor is a theatrical musician who hits all the right notes
but later she learns
each rest and beat and crescendo is necessary
each white space with its intended ink blotch
will form a faultless arrangement
He never told her
every composition is beautiful
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Mountain Goats
By Owen Strom

Art

Earliest of Aves

Poetry

By Corinne Kinney

My feathers rise above my spherical head
stretching and straining
Droplets sail from them
leaving behind the morning’s collection of tears
As the sun dares to slink up and bid me good day
again a reminder to guzzle the earthy victims
On my woody pillar my eyes pinnacle from empire heights
below an earthquake of worms like sea crustaceans
erupt from their soiled sandy caverns
As my copper breast rises before the fall
The shadowed wings from phantom jets
is all they ever know
I plummet			
		glide			
			
talons meet loam
and like hopscotch every square of lawn is flounced
The plumpest never stand a chance
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High Revelations

Garfield Hillson

Poetry

Poetry

By Garfield Hillson
high off of
chronic

i passed you
back to yourself
you puffed
& saw a vision that read
different but double
eyes blurry and red
or was that all in the
puff puff past?
we’d smoke so thick
our movements
dragon
the room alive
you curled your toes and
tried to grab smoke
or maybe
that last hit had you
in xtacy
me?
spinning
clouds ‘round the head
felt like i was

f
a
ll
i
n
g
and
was reminded
of angels
being cast

from heaven
down
tumbling!!!
from eternity
with a thud
of finality
u
up
o
i looked at y
Heaven.
a coil of butterflies
snaked beau?ifully
in my
shifting belly
your hand on mine, SIN=Shame
shhh ( Something Insidious Nests )
men weren’t meant to love angels this way...
i’m lost in a pillar of fire
and smoke
or maybe, I’m just high
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Shiver

By Jessie Barker

Art

Heartbreak and
the Girl from Perham Hall

Nonfiction

By Matt Benoit

John Stickney was an 18-year-old, six-foot-three, 180-pound
high-school dropout with a slender build and straight, sandy
hair. He lived with his parents near Seattle, on Mercer Island, and
worked as a charge and powder man at a Monroe, Washington
rock quarry. And on a Tuesday afternoon in December of 1979, he
took a satchel filled with dynamite to the fifth floor of Washington
State University’s Perham Hall and blew himself apart.
There was a reason, to be sure, in Stickney’s madness. There
was a reason why three female students and two campus police
officers were injured, why part of a dorm room door was blown
500 feet across Stadium Way onto the front lawn of a Presbyterian
Church, and why his bone and tissue fragments lay covered by
plastic in a dorm parking lot.
Her name was Lisa Clark.
The beginning of the end
John’s father, William Stickney, said in a newspaper article that
John and Lisa had known each other since junior high. Meeting
after Lisa’s family moved to Mercer Island in 1973, John became
close friends with Lisa and then something more. They dated, onand-off, for about three years. To his father’s knowledge, Lisa was
the only girl John ever dated.
Eventually, as with many young relationships, their paths
in life began to diverge: John dropped out of high school and
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attended a Renton vocational school, then got a welding job and,
eventually, found employment with the Industrial Rock Products
Company in Monroe. Lisa graduated high school and enrolled at
Washington State University, nearly 300 miles away from John
and her home. According to a Lewiston Morning Tribune article
after the bombing, John had wanted her to remain in the Seattle
area and enroll at the University of Washington, but she decided
otherwise.
It is not difficult to imagine what John might have felt after
Lisa moved away: A profound, headache-inducing sense of loss
and a near-constant, crushing longing to be with her; a lonely
emptiness where there had once been her warmth and kindness,
her beautiful eyes and bright smile, the touch of her hands; an
emptiness manifesting itself in his stomach with seeminglyphysical pain. Worse yet, it is possible he worried about her dating
someone else, someone better than him. He might have thought,
fearfully, about losing her forever.
John called Lisa often just to talk, frequently enough that
Clark’s college roommate, Teri Gregory, complained to their
floor’s resident adviser about never being able to use the phone.
Mary Beth Johnson, the head resident adviser of Perham Hall,
called John “the ultimate romantic” in an article published in
WSU’s 1979-80 yearbook. Johnson said he really loved Lisa, often
giving her gifts.
At the rock quarry, where John’s boss would later describe
him in a newspaper interview as a “conservative kid who always
maintained control of his temper,” he was well-liked. On Mercer
Island, a neighbor of the Stickneys, Harmon Leonard, called
John a “wonderful, caring individual” who was into athletics and
caring to friends. John Hines, another neighbor, said he was a bit
wild but incapable of hurting anyone. Even true crime author Ann
Rule, who featured the story in her book “Empty Promises,” wrote
that John’s likeability made him “the kind of boyfriend parents
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would want for their daughter.”
There was, however, another side to John Stickney.
A WSU freshman who knew John well said he wasn’t surprised
to learn John was the bombing’s culprit. The student (who had
refused to reveal his identity for a published interview with
WSU’s student newspaper) said John made pipe bombs capable
of blowing down small trees in junior high, using gunpowder or
compressed match heads for explosive charges. Once, John had
bragged about setting off a bomb at a QFC supermarket on the
south end of Mercer Island, the explosion reportedly making a
large hole in the parking lot pavement. Both Mercer Island police
and the QFC store manager couldn’t remember any damage being
done; the manager could only recall a small pipe bomb being set
off near the store.
Also not surprised was Sergeant Ken Miller of the Washington
State Patrol, a close family friend. After the bombing, Miller
told police John often got into trouble, prompting Miller to have
long talks with him. In Miller’s eyes, John was “unstable.” Teri
Gregory, Lisa’s roommate, said in a police statement that she’d
once seen him douse a wrecked car in gasoline and set it ablaze.
John could be violent when mad, she’d written, using threats
against Lisa to get what he wanted. According to the police
report, he’d once threatened Lisa with a rifle. A number of times
during the semester, John had driven to Pullman unexpectedly to
surprise Lisa, trying to reconcile their failing relationship. During
one visit, he tried to physically force her into his car as she was
walking to see a movie.
John Stickney had both a dark side and a constant fixation
with Lisa Clark, and when she started seeing another boy, David
Hightower, she eventually had to be firm with John. According to
a Daily Evergreen article, Lisa called John on Dec. 16 to finalize
their break-up. Although the conversation is mostly unknown,
John’s father recalled Lisa telling John that Hightower was like “a
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big brother” to her. Whatever the details were, Lisa’s words were
likely as crushing to John as the heavy quarry rock he helped blast
apart with explosives at his job. But unlike the explosives at his
job, he did not handle Lisa’s words well.
That same evening, John called Lisa back to tell her he was
planning a fatal workplace accident she would know to be
intentional. John had previously attempted suicide in June with
an overdose of valium, according to the police report. Lisa told
John she didn’t believe he would kill himself, and John refused to
let her get off the phone until she admitted belief. At some point
following that conversation, John asked his father for permission
to use the car and told his mother, Janice, that he might not be
back the next day. He had something important to do, he told
them. It involved Lisa.
The next morning, John called Lisa’s dorm to say good-bye.
She wasn’t home, but her roommate Teri Gregory was. He told
Gregory that, if he could only talk to Lisa one-on-one, he might
convince her to quit school and come home to him. At 6:30 that
evening, after John had put in an eight-hour shift at the rock
quarry, he called Lisa to say he had re-thought his suicide. She
told John not to call her again until she was home for Christmas
break, which would begin the next week. John, however, would
talk to her much sooner than that, for he was already on his way
to Pullman.
Driving off into the night behind the wheel of a 1976 Dodge
Colt, he left two clues to his intentions which would only later be
discovered: One, at the rock quarry — where a man would find
dynamite missing — and the second, in his bedroom closet, which
contained 11 commercial electric blasting caps, one of which had
most of its wiring missing.

Inspiration:
Digital Multimedia
By Brain Claire

Inspiration for this piece was from the hit TV show, “The
Walking Dead.” There is an iconic scene where a sheriff is going
into a city on one side of the road, but on the other it shows
everyone who tried to get out. I recreated this shot substituting
Butch in for the sheriff and took pictures around Pullman to
replace the city. Using a DSLR camera and Adobe Photoshop I
was able to accomplish this.

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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Inspiration: Music
By Duke Sullivan

Tattooed Maori

Art

By Angela Santos

Music, like language, is a form of communication and has a
specific rhetoric for an intended audience. Musicians, composers,
and even writers who are able to create a language that is not only
individualized, but also memorable inspire me as someone in
the arts. As a musician, no matter for the good or the bad, the
representation of musical expression I showcase is unique to me;
and it is my goal to represent this unique portrayal and instill an
emotional response in those that hear my music.
Escaping Fantasy is crafted around the idea of fairy tale gone
wrong. The piece begins slowly in order to draw the listener in,
and builds slowly increasing tempo and grows more menacing
as the violins reach into their high register. As such, the music
presents a journey; however, this journey does not end at the
end of the piece. The music ends abruptly as the music reaches it
highest moment as if you jumped off a cliff in escape but you don’t
know where you’ll fall.
Into the Unknown is a somber work that is left mostly in the
hands of the performer. Aside from a tempo, the musician is
instructed to take liberty on all musical elements and phrasing in
hopes that the piece will be unique in every performance.
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The Place Where We
Waited All Day in the Rain for You
By Jonathan Goyt

After dinner, my father called. I was upstairs. It was Saturday
night, so instead of my schoolwork, I was lying on my bed with
the window open and the radio on. The Prairie Home Companion
was on NWPR, and I was listening to it. I don’t understand
everything--Dad says some parts are for grown-ups--but I like the
stories and the music. I like his voice, too, Garrison Keillor’s. He
breathes through his nose as he talks, and you can hear it over
the radio, these slow, airy breaths, like he doesn’t have anywhere
to go.
I think that’s my favorite part about the radio. It never leaves.
It’s always waiting for you when you turn it on, just like home. You
know that feeling? When you come home after a long trip? You
come home, and it smells like home, like wood and fabric softener.
You’ve been all over, visiting or on vacation, and your house has
been right there like it always has, waiting. That’s the way I feel
when I turn on the radio. Once, Mom asked me why I was always
listening to it, and I told her, but she told me I was being silly. How
could it remind me of home if I was already home? She said it was
more like when you turn on the TV and you don’t get a picture,
just the snow.
Anyway, I was listening to it when the phone rang. I could
hear Mom pick up the receiver and say “Hello” from the kitchen.
It’s right below my room, but she must have opened the kitchen
window, too, or I don’t think I would have heard her.
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It was a weekend my mom had me, instead of Dad, so he called.
Sometimes when he calls, they talk for a little bit, but usually,
Mom just puts the phone down when she finds out who it is and
waits for me to come get it. This was one of the nights when they
talked because after a little bit they started arguing.
Garrison Keillor was talking about the News from Lake
Wobegon. It was that part of the show, where he talks about people
from this town. I’m not sure it’s a real place. Maybe I’ll ask Dad
and see if he knows if it’s real. I’d like to go fishing there, someday.
Maybe we can go. Maybe with Mom. It’s kind of a funny name for
a lake, Wobegon, but it sounds right for the people he talks about.
I’ve heard him say it means: “the place where we waited all day in
the rain for you,” but it seems like an awful lot for one word.
It reminds me of one night, a little while after Dad left. Mom
got angry at dinner and said she wished we had never known him.
When I finished, I went up to my room and emptied my backpack
onto the floor. I put some socks and a T-shirt and a flashlight into
it and left. Mom didn’t hear me leave. I thought she would hear
the door squeak, but she didn’t. She was probably on the phone or
something, or she would have heard and come out.
I wanted to see Dad. He only lived 10 blocks away then, and
I wanted to see him. It wasn’t dark out because of the moon,
so I started walking without my flashlight. If she looked sad, I
would’ve stayed, you know. But she doesn’t get that way. Dad does,
sometimes, but Mom doesn’t, and I wanted to see Dad.
She never used to get angry. She used to smile a lot, too. She still
does, just not as much, I guess, and only when she’s not thinking
of Dad.
I started to think about Christmas as I walked, but I felt a
drop on the back of my neck and looked up into the night. It was
starting to rain. I wished I had grabbed my hat and a jacket, but I
kept walking. It started to rain harder, but I almost didn’t mind.
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Since the moon was out, the raindrops looked like little blue-white
streaks racing down.
I like the smell of the rain. Mom does, too. That’s one thing me
and her like together. I asked her once what she thought it smelled
like, and she said, “Yesterday. It smells like yesterday.” I didn’t
used to know what she meant, because how could she explain
something like that?
When I got to Dad’s apartment, I was pretty wet. My hair was
stuck to my forehead, and my jeans were starting to chafe my
thighs where the seams were. I walked up the three cement steps
to his door and knocked. The roof of the building didn’t cover the
steps, so I pressed up as close as I could to the door. I didn’t see any
lights inside. I waited for a second and knocked again. The rain
kept coming down. My backpack felt heavy, so I took it off and
set it on the step next to me. I made a bridge out of my hands and
cupped them across my forehead as I looked inside again. It was
too dark. I knocked again, harder this time. Still nothing.
He wasn’t home. But even though I knew there was no one to
hear me, I kept knocking until my knuckles hurt. I even called
out a few times. Don’t ask me why. I didn’t want to walk all the
way home in the rain, I guess. Not without seeing Dad. So, I don’t
know. I guess maybe I thought I could just wait, maybe just sit
here on the steps until he came. But I knew he wasn’t going to
come. I felt my eyes get hot, and my throat started to hurt so I sat
down on the top step next to my pack and waited in the rain.
I got sick after that. Mom came looking for me after 20 minutes
or so. She was crying, but she didn’t yell at me when we got into
the car. All she said was, “I’m glad you’re safe.” I remember we got
home, and she took me upstairs to the tub. She took away my wet
clothes and brought me a hot chocolate but didn’t say anything
else.
The next morning, I woke up and walked into her bedroom
where she was still sleeping on top of the covers. She must have
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been too tired to change out of her clothes from the night before.
I crawled up on the bed next to her and hugged her neck, burying
my face in her hair and breathing in the smell of sweet pea and
almonds and rain. It smelled a little bit like yesterday.
Garisson Keillor was still talking about Lake Wobegon. It was
a story about a man, Doug Drescher, who had two daughters, but
they were grown up, and he didn’t see them so much anymore.
So one day, his wife said she wanted to leave him, kind of like
Mom and Dad, but the other way around. Anyway, this man, Mr.
Drescher, he didn’t know what to do. His wife was telling him it
was over, but he could’t think, so he just turned away and walked
out the door. She yelled after him saying this was why she was
leaving him, because he never paid any attention to her.
Outside, it was cold and grey, November, I think, but Mr.
Drescher padded out in his slippers all the same, like he couldn’t
feel it. As he stood out there, he noticed the big walnut tree in the
yard and thought of the one his parents had on the farm when
he was a boy, the one that was struck by lightning. He’d seen it
happen.
Doug was eight at the time, and his dog had run outside into
the storm. She was still too young to be out by herself, but his folks
wouldn’t let him go out after her because of the rain. They had
let him sit out on the porch, though, and his mother had left the
light burning in the kitchen so he could see while he waited. The
light was enough to illuminate the porch and the beads of water
dripping off the roof, but beyond it, there was only blackness and
the sound of rain. He might have been able to see better with
the light off, but he didn’t want to go without its company. And
anyway, if he squinted, he thought he could make out the ghosts
of the fence and the walnut tree in the front yard, the one just off
the road where you turned onto their drive.
Then, as he squinted into the night, the sky light up, bright as
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day. In that instant, he saw the skewed and twisted trail of the
lightning reach down and split the tree’s dark branches in the
night. Before he could flinch, the light was gone, but he heard
the crack of limbs ripping away from the trunk, still glowing
and smoldering in the rain where the lightning had touched it.
Something in his chest and in his cheeks made him start to cry.
Doug remembered he cried and cried staring at the walnut tree
and waiting for his dog. He sat up all night, but she never came.
The next morning, the neighbor came by while he was asleep.
He told Doug’s parents that he was awful sorry, but there was
nothing he could have done. He had been driving home to get out
of the storm when the dog jumped out in front of his truck.
Now, Doug was back in front of his own house, standing
outside in the cold with the walnut tree, his wife yelling at him,
and he thought about that dog, Lucy. “I’m sorry, Lucy,” he said, “I
waited for you all night in the rain.”
Downstairs, I heard Mom stop arguing, and she called for me.
I got up and walked out to the hallway wondering if maybe Mom
and Dad weren’t a little bit like that Mr. Drescher, didn’t know
how to say the things they wanted to say, didn’t know what to do,
so they froze up instead.
I picked up the phone and put the receiver to my ear and waited
for Mom to hang up, but she didn’t. Nobody said anything, but I
could tell they were both still on the line. There’s that sound, you
know? You can hear when someone’s there. So I waited with them,
waited with the phone up to my ear and thought of Wobegon.
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By Stevie Morrow

I wasn’t scared watching the hard baseball fly into the air and
descend straight for me; my inexperienced hands being too far
apart, prepared to brace my face didn’t scare me; the ball smashing
the softest and most vulnerable part of my nose wasn’t scary. My
inevitably budding tears showing weakness worried me though.
I’ve never had a bloody nose, which was peculiar to me. Up close
my blood smelt like discipline and the back of my throat was sticky
with the taste of foil. It tentatively lingered in my nostrils, drawing
a perfect ruby ring of crust around each one, little did I know prior
to shyly rubbing the backside of my hand beneath each ring—a
nervous habit. I guess I’m overly aware of the presence and actions
of my hands. The pair is constantly orbiting the lower half of my
face; around my nose they ready themselves to wipe away any
sign of leakage and in this moment, blood crust. Near my mouth,
ready to stuff a fist in it after my inappropriate impulses evade
my good senses and escape my mouth (exclaiming, “Oh hell no!”
before escaping an elevator to take the stairs when it seemed the
max weight had boarded all at once).This mouth: pimples resonate
and redden before they whiten into a pursed and painful bump on
the cusp of my right, top lip.
Now, being purposely awkward is my defense mechanism;
I never noticed, then I started being honest with myself. The
simplest interactions are enjoyable, such as coming face to face
with a stranger walking in the opposite direction and neither party
can seem to step around the other, I like to double time and make
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this harmless interface last as long as possible. They get impatient
and uncomfortable and I let out a deep sigh, savoring the pained
look on their face. Dinner parties offer interesting ways for me
to vent in the same fashion. Last Wednesday, the most relaxing
day of my otherwise barely troublesome week, the invite I tried to
ignore made its permanent presence in my hypothetical planner.

“No. No. No, DB. That’s not how you do... No, don’t glue it...
This thing isn’t going to fly for shit,” I argued, trying to micromanage.
“There’s no I in team,” he murmured sarcastically.
“There’s no U either,” I mocked. I sat, impatient, and watched
as DB put the propellers together, his tongue cupping his top lip
under his light brown fuzz-stache while his eyebrows stitched
together with absorption.
“None of us is as smart as all of us,” DB continues, peeving my
patience. He knows what makes my temper boil. Unfortunately,
when I reach boiling point, all that erupts is laughter, an irrational
and nonthreatening reaction that makes it difficult to pursue
arguments.
Relaxing from the vibrations of my giggles, “Alright, very
poetic. Let’s just get this done, shall we?” impatience returning
with the evaporation of my anger. Though his eyes do not avert
from his task, he nods, the tube of glue bobbing between his tight,
pressed lips in agreement.
It’s an, F-22 Raptor, and rated 2 of 5 stars on Makinplanes.com.
I checked. I get one of these pathetic time-sucks every year for
my birthday. My mom sends them to me. This year she nearly got
my birthday right, too. Only one month and thirteen days behind
schedule. Better than last year. And the year before. Sometimes I
wish she was more like Grandma, sending a birthday card with
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another’s sentimental words printed on the inside and out, with
a check inside, maybe even a crisp twenty. Her half-rated model
planes stink worse than her determined banishment.
DB sucks in a deep breath, exhaling a shallow whistle: a clear
sign he has breached the home-stretch of this project, meaning my
involvement in the operation is soon to transpire. My part makes
this hobby, a sport. He holds the plane up to the pale garage light,
away from the study lamp he installed on the splintered work bench
for just this purpose, admiring the work of art from a distance. I
open the garage, allowing DB extra light for his marvels. I take out
a smoke, Turkish Royals. Though this is the first time he’s made
a sound since we started this project a couple days ago, I know
he wants to perfect it and I want him to, too. The nicotine makes
my heart race and my mind relax. I close my eyes, letting out two
smoke rings before completely exhaling a cloud, forgetting my
eagerness. My pocket vibrates, the familiar ringtone erupts from
the speakers, as three letters, “I.C.E” (In Case of Emergency) flash
across the screen followed by three more warming letters: “Dad.”
“Hi, Dad,” trying to sound less distracted than I felt.
“Hey Pun’kin! How are ya?” Dad’s voice is always pleased, no
matter my lack of fervor.
“Just working on this super rad Raptor right now,” my dry
response relieving further inquiry.
Chuckle. “Oh. Tell DB I said hello,” he brushes it off, “so I was
calling to see what your plans were for the weekend?” To the point,
so Dad.
“Dad, it’s just college. And a part-time minimum wage job. My
plate is so full I can hardly take it.” There’s an obvious smile in my
voice; I inhale more of my Turkish Royal, shifting weight from my
right to my left foot as I exhale.
“I’m proud of you, Pun’kin.” I know he means it. He always
does. If I finished college a jobless burn out with no chance of
reform—but still got my degree—he’d still say it and mean it.
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“Really? You mean it?” sarcasm: my out in any moment of
true emotion. Taking a drag, I brace myself for the answer to, “So
what’s going on, Dad?
“Oh yeah,” as if he forgot, “the Berman’s asked me to extend you
an invite, at Crystal’s insistence I hear, to attend her ‘Engagement
to be Engaged’ party this Friday. . .” I can hear the hand-quote
around Engagement to be Engaged in his voice.
My turn to pause as I glance DB’s way, hoping his focus can be
broken. Luckily it can be and I make desperate eye contact as Dad
continues, “It starts at eight. Ends when Windy attempts a fair
game of grab-ass with the caterers,” he waits for my participation
in the running joke but maintains, “Jenae and I miss you, honey.”
I look pleadingly towards DB but all he can muster in my
defense is mouthing one word which looks like “Pancakes” or
maybe two words: “Good luck.”
“Uh I miss you guys, too but Dad, unfortunately there’s a uh. . .
a pancake brunch this Friday I have to attend. We’re being graded
on it. We all have to do our part for the kids!” Fake enthusiasm is
caked on every tooth as the lie oozes out. DB’s mouth drops open,
his eye brows stitching together in mock horror at my bold-faced
lie. He refocuses on his project after my middle finger cuts off his
theatrics.
“Oh hmmm. . .” after chewing it over for a moment Dad replies,
“Well, I suppose you’re right. What class is it for?”
“Journalism 456. Mrs. Fetch-Rowe is all about the community.
She might be a closet-martyr though,” attempting to change the
subject.
“OH!” he exclaims in recognition, “I know her. She helped me
with my first scholarly journal after graduation. I’ll talk to her,
honey. We’ll see you Friday. DB should come. Love you.” Click.
I drop my cigarette in the driveway and stomp out the already
depleted cherry in real horror. DB knows I’ve lost. He brightens
my mood by bringing the finally furbished Raptor to my side,
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“Finished. Done. Por Fin,” he announces, an accomplished,
comforting half-smile playing the left side of his face but missing
his dull eyes.
“Alright. Brace yourself for take-off, Captain.” I retreat into the
garage once more to grab the paint thinner and matches as DB
carries the model plane to the back yard. My excited steps catch
up to his sullen ones as he places the 2/5 star model plane into its
iron center, the charred remains of Busch Light cans and Miller
Highlife tall boys surrounding its glorious forest green body and
red propellers. Spraying the body with the paint thinner DB’s
parents once used to make DMT, DB takes his customary seat as
I spark a match, “United F-22 clear for takeoff. Gear up!” I shout
as I throw the match down. It lands perfectly in the center, the
aircraft burning from the inside out. Just like hatred.

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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Narwhal
By Amanda Bentley

Art

Lifeless as Air

Poetry

By Bailey Badger

Deserted it may stand, with breathless meddled air
the burnt charcoaled wood stands idle, neighboring the bank of
the creek.
She smiles sweetly as she sits and rocks, her sweat sticking like
melted sugar
for she merely totters. Back she goes, moving, fading…
over the hill with heads made of stone. Far off, the nest gradually
hummed,
while the stings and cries wear on with every groan of the porch
swing.
Days continue to pass like the repetition of a swing.
As the thinning evening air
collects into a veil of mist, the drone of the restless bees begins to
hum.
He stands, toes submerged as she proceeds to creak
while the nature’s gentle hymns continue to play in the fading
light.
He still watches, remembering his Sweet Old Sugar.
Remembering he still does, every so often. She was the sugar
to his salt, forever beaming and swinging
in his tired arms. The sun starts to drain away, over the smoked
mountains, fading
into the darkness blank. He walks up the noisy fronts steps,
welcoming the piercing cold air
across his sizzling skin. On she goes, still creaking
and softly humming.
The gentle evening hums
created sounds as pure as sugar.
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Gazing across the trickling creek,
he softly sits, hip to hip, on their chipped old swing.
Slowly he turns to see her melted blue eyes, lifeless as air,
silently praying to the fading summer sky.

The
Overlooking Bend

Art

By Kyle Koch

As the sky fades
into the misty mountains, a cast of humming
birds break through the evening air
to drink the last of the natural sugar
from the rows of sunflowers lining the back swinging
door to the shallow ridge of the creek.
His only thought steadily running, like the neighboring creek
was her fragile memory fading.
Forward and back, she tries to remember, just like this very
swing.
Across the way she looks deep into the field of lighting bugs,
trying to match their hum,
just as the rising mist sugared
through the still night air.
In the faint background, the flow of the creek plays against the
mountain’s hum.
Rolling into a distant fade, his sweet southern sugar
barely swings by as the last of her memory seeps into the
smoking night air.
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Opposing Forces

Poetry

By Amy Nellis

Man claimed, cement, wood, and glass covered ground
Forest green moss inching across foundations, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, roots dug and cut leaving emptiness
Roots taking hold spreading their thorns towards the heavens,
Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, stenciled bright white ivy borders blocking the
path
Snow, rain, ice trapping the ivy forcing it to whither, Nature
reclaimed
Man claimed, evergreen hiding the grain
Sunlight cracking evergreen allowing the grain to breathe,
Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, silvery webs wiped from their home
Intricate homes spun by design, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, ivory hives swiped from existence
Buzzing catacombs taking hold on eaves, Nature reclaimed
Man claimed, gold and green moss scraped to their death
Green and gold softness spring forth between shingles, Nature
reclaimed
Man claimed, peaks dominating the land
Evergreens towering over dominance, Nature reclaimed
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a little shelter in the
massiveness of nature

Art

By Gerardo Gomez
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Editor’s Choice

Hannah Hollmann

The inspiration for Pieces came as most of the
ideas for my short stories do: in a dream. I’d like to
say something in waking life was responsible so I
might take credit, but there was nothing conscious
about it. One night I dreamed about a woman whose
face was falling apart under someone’s touch. The
image of someone’s fingers going into her mouth and
the skin cracking were the strongest. It stuck with me
and I wrote it down to develop until it grew into the
short story that would become Pieces.
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Fiction

By Hannah Hollmann

The way he stood in his suit, it wouldn’t have been shocking
to find rows of teeth lining the inside, steadily munching on his
skin. Sweat collected under his arms, most prominently behind
his knees. His fingers fiddled into his pockets for a handkerchief
he didn’t have. Unfortunately those had gone out of style a century
or two ago.
The drawing room bubbled before his eyes, everyone in black,
faces drawn. Only murmurs rose and fell over the guests amid the
clink of crystal champagne flutes. Edison could only classify the
scene as bizarre: formality was rampant though there was nothing
to celebrate. Unless of course, you counted his devastation.
“Minerva,” he hissed through the crowd.
“Darling,” a grand, liver-spotted sack of flesh cried joyously.
She stroked his cheek amiably with a twinkling pinky.
He flinched when her voice hit his ear. It was sloppy and soft,
reminding him of a slippery, pink worm. His fingers choked the
glass in his hand.
I want to be in the box, where no one can touch me.
“Darling,” she repeated. The room was swollen with her.
Strategically her dress had been tailored so the black fabric might
sweep around her greedy bosom, highlighting what would be
considered, by the desperate and absurdly drunk, her finest
attributes. In Edison’s opinion, she should have hung it all up long
ago.
“I’m looking for Minerva,” he said through his teeth.
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See her again. I’ve got to see her again.
“Chat with us, you old poop!”
All he wanted to do was be with Minerva, to wind his fingers
through her hair and let the tears diffuse from somber eyes until
every fluid in his body was dried out. Appearances won out,
however. He was a marionette, being jerked along by the strings
that brought him to invite their closest friends and family to the
wake. It wouldn’t be fair to bury her without letting them pay
their respects, make their grief resemble his own. No, it would
have been utterly selfish to mourn in private. Utterly.
His nose wrinkled. “Excuse me.”
He left her, mouth agape, sticky sympathy dripping all over
the floor. A few faces studied him curiously as he pushed through
them, heading for the room where they’d taken Minerva. He’d
been summoning up the courage to go in, unsure if he would be
able to tolerate seeing her. But it was clear to him, she was the only
one he wanted to be around now. He couldn’t stand anyone else.
He dropped down the stairs, two at a time, polished dress shoes
leaving weighty clicks in their wake.
The air pulsated when he shut the door. There was only a
small distance between him and the casket of polished oak. The
perfumed white flowers were stagnating. He wanted to cover his
mouth, his nose. Though if he were to suffocate, at least he would
be with her.
“Minerva,” he breathed.
Her body was in the box, opened to a modest degree. Everything
about her was still in place. The sense of order brought a surge of
grief to Edison’s eyes. Blonde hair pulled back in a sensible, yet
elegant bun. Eyes closed. She seemed serene at least. He could feel
weight dropping from his shoulders, as he was brought into her
web of comfort once again.
“Oh Eddie.”v
There was a rustle. The rich, navy cloth shimmered in the
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casket. With deliberate action as slow as dripping tar, she began
to right herself. His mouth smoothed into a pursed o. Edison’s
breathing whispered in and out of his chest. One breath could
send her back.
He drew closer. The voices beyond the door were a world away.
His sorrow became crippling the closer he got. She was not theirs,
to have, to hold. She was his. He was overwhelmed. Insane.
He was a nose-length from her face. The bow of her lips,
knotted the last time he saw them, were curved serenely. The
reconstruction was magnificent. Her eyes flowed open. It must
have been seconds before the crystalline drops were revealed; they
were dim, but flickered with foreign light.
“Won’t you touch me again?”
He hesitated but a second.
“Yes.”
Slowly, he brought a hand to her. Immediately, the touch
brought a shudder of relief. Color surged into his pale skin. Her
face was crisp and flaky. He reached out cautiously and slipped two
fingers into her mouth. Her lips gave way easily like dry wax. The
inside of her cheek felt wafer thin. Before he could stop himself,
he applied pressure. Her eyes remained flat, stern wax lips gaping.
Minerva. They’ve done so well with you. I wanted you to be
lying beside me upstairs, but instead I found you down here.
I missed you, Minerva. I was alone, you were out on the road,
kissing the asphalt instead. Tire tracks running through you, your
lily-white skin torn. Scarred. I wish, I wish I’d never seen you like
that.
Edison was unaware his shoulders were shaking. Tears dripped
from his brown eyes. A large part of her cheek broke away with a
snap. He let it drift to the ground in a sweeping, light tumble like
a dead leaf.
He froze.
His heart clogged his throat.
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Gentle. Easy.
With exquisite care, he removed his hand from her mouth.
Another large section of her face fell to the floor as he did so,
revealing white teeth, slightly yellowed by a life of routine coffee.
Dried muscle stretched down, her eyelashes moved like stirring
cricket wings.
“Take me with you,” she said, softly.
The muscles creaked with her gentle smile.
Sweat made his palms damp. She began to litter the floor.
“I didn’t mean this.” The tears spilled openly. But Minerva
didn’t say a word. She simply smiled back. He smoothed a finger
over her other cheek, wincing at the uneven skin. Oh, they had
done a great job with her yes, but the truth was still there. The
reason she was in the box was still there. He couldn’t stop touching
her. She didn’t complain.
A rattle echoed from upstairs. A muffled voice. Edison halted
his fingers and blinked wildly. They would see. Minerva’s jaw was
completely exposed now.
“Take me with you,” she repeated. Fluidly, she turned and
leaned back in the casket. She was hushed.
“Y-yes,” he stuttered.
Nervously, he bent down and began to tuck the pieces in his
pocket. Flakes of flesh, so dry and crisp. He winced as they cracked
in his clothes.
A force billowed down the stairs. He wasn’t fast enough. Their
voices shot through him, his vision blurred.
“You’ve broken her!” The shout rang through the living room
and back.
“Edison. What were you thinking?”
“-never seen anything so dreadful in my life.”
“She’s with me now,” he replied firmly. “She’s mine.”
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Smile

Poetry

By Alex Dankers
I bite my tongue
off
right
off
keep my lips
pursed
set a single needle
double-threaded through
to hold
me
shut
tight
keep me closed
make nonsense
stop
make it stop
SPUTTERING
out
dashes along
my
neck
-------------------------------------------------line
clean
cut
slice my head
right
off
with a pair of safety
		
		
		

SC ORS
ISS
SC ORS
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Learn Chinese

Poetry

By Garfield Hillson
let me
FALL
and watch
watch
sealed lips lift
at the edges
let them
LIFT

What a lovely day.
You will soon be receiving sound spoken advice. Listen!
Rivers need springs.
Learn Chinese.
Your lucky numbers are: 45 9 23 11 54 5
Be serious and true and deserve to be respected.
When you look down, all you see is dirt, so keep looking up.
Now is the time to set your sights high and go for it.
Truth is an unpopular subject. Because it is unquestionably
correct.
Listen!
Face facts with dignity.
Learn Chinese.
Do not be covered in sadness or be fooled in happiness; they
both must exist.
Your joy is your sorrow unmasked.
Trust others, but still keep your eyes open.
Your lucky numbers are: 23 15 17 11 89 5
Punctuality is the politeness of kings and the duty of gentle
people everywhere.
Land is always in the mind of the flying birds.
Your happiness is intertwined with your outlook on life.
Never underestimate the power of the human touch.
If you speak honestly, everyone will listen.
Your lucky numbers are: 6 82 46 2 32 7
Poverty is no disgrace.
Emotion is energy in motion.
The most important thing in communication is to hear what isn’t
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being said.
Listen!
A single conversation with a wise man is better than ten years of
study.
Your lucky numbers are: Y O U!
All the water in the world can’t sink a ship unless it gets inside.
The earth is a school; learn in it.
Listen!
Whenever possible, keep it simple.

White
Wolf Apparition

Art

By Emily Weeks

Learn Chinese.
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Dear Defiler

Poetry

By Ashley Ellis

Dear Defiler,
Memory visited yesterday and reminded me—it’s been
a while since that time in Fox Meadow. He brought Richmond
in an image of green and brown quickly rising from branch to
branch. And when I woke I had the touch of those days on my
skin, a throbbing of inner and outer thighs. He said in the bright
sun, slapping, Miss Marie Mac, was like lemons, always better
sour. Yes, I’ve been thinking of you sweet foe, and that twinge
you put in my jaw from summers spent sucking your religious
mornings of rotten oranges and melon--- Thrice you thought
church could cleanse you---Still, those peppered assaults and
solid floors felt too cold to press my face to. I know you altered
memory with smiles thrown like stones at bare bone; made it
a secret still melded to my back. No matter, you taught me to
rot. Of nights hot, spent caught beneath your hands. Like rough
housing is best forgot with you. That time slows soft, when I’m
still. Missing you is like Copperheads full of lust robust with
confusion. And me—you will miss, a simple dark kiss- like the
new moon shaded by trees with branches out of your reach.
If we happen to meet again, I am sure it will be in
dreams of mares and night, when Memory stops to visit.

Metal That
Steals The Innocent

Poetry

By Christine Rushton
3-3-13

Hands shaking, mind faltering,
loaded metal pasted to the clammy skin,
raindrops assault the rubber covering,
and a clock’s ticking tracks each motion.
Feet, like stone, fall in line,
shoes shatter glass puddles without care,
one step, two steps, three steps more,
the double doors, like fiery gates, draw near.
The air so bitter, yet no shivers shall shake
a man whose soul already trembles in terror,
pain of confusion jumbles sanity,
while tears blend with water splashes on cheeks.
Lights from Aurora still hang in the distance,
hearts not quite healed soon to tear open,
hand and mind and metal all gathered
ignite the flame of Hell’s craved desire.

- Until Then,

Ashley
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Giggles erupt from the back corner,
pencils scrape lightly, livening stenciled figures,
the commanding voice sounds at the front,
instructs the silly bird chatter to quiet down.
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Clocks

Art

By Danica Wixom
Down a hall, round a bend, an unlocked door squeaks,
footsteps, heavy, unlike the usual pattering,
clothes reflect the black soul of the one approaching,
eyes meet eyes, confusion meets fear, a pop meets flesh.
One pencil, two pencils, three pencils more,
clatter on wooden tabletops as heads turn,
the commanding voice again directs, gathering the young,
a slight quaver in the tone masked by Dr. Seuss.
Screams, pop, thundering feet of failed escapes,
metal triggers echoes, bouncing from walls to ears,
silence finally freezes all air, dead life strewn,
innocent eyes pass those with whom they once played.
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People, Traditions,
Stories, Dessert

Fiction

By Mackenzie Weber

My red 1997 Buick pulled into the closest spot I could find
outside the VA Hospital. It’s engine was sputtering, and I heard a
small whistle coming from it. In short, the whole thing was piece
of crap, but it had sentimental value. It’s the first car I owned, a
hand-me down from my brother. That’s part of the reason I kept
it, because it had a value worth more than the cost to fix it. My
hands were shaking in perfect rhythm to the engine, but the two
were unrelated. It had been the second time I’ve seen my brother
since he had come home. With a hardly steady turn of the keys, I
killed the engine, and sat in the newfound utter silence. My heart
hoped as strong as it could, that this ratty old thing could bring a
smile to William’s face.
He had joined the army after the 9/11 attacks, part of the fervor
that swept the United States after that terrible tragedy. I looked
in the rearview mirror, and thought back to that day, I’m sure I
supported the war then, unlike now. My hands kept shaking, even
as I gripped onto the steering wheel for dear life. The engine was
still sputtering, as I sat motionless in the parking spot. I killed the
engine, and let out an exasperated sigh, laying back in my seat.
He won’t remember me, just like before. He’ll look up, and have
no clue who I am. It was part of his war injuries, it caused him
to forget everyone, including his own sister. I looked to the seat
next to me, the package was unharmed. It was a piece of plastic
Tupperware, with a red plastic lid, bright and gleaming. The scent
escaped through the little cracks of the Tupperware, and I took a
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deep whiff of it, it smelled like Christmas.
Visions of Christmas morning, laughter, joy, every good
memory in my life, all flashing through my mind. A slight smile
broke onto my face, and then I began to weep. I just wanted things
to go back to the way they were. But everything was different now.
Mom and Dad cut communication off to a minimum, I visited
William the most. He was always my rock, and now I had to be
strong for him. I grabbed the package, and dragged myself out
of the Buick, slamming the door. I began trotting toward the
entrance to the VA Hospital. That’s when it all came back to me.

My name is Sarah Childke, and I am 24 years old. I was born
to my parents Hubert and Carrie Childke, along to a brother of
William, three years my senior. In contrast to my brother’s dark
hair and tall, muscular build, I have blond hair, and a shorter
build, like Mom. Our family was never truly close, at least, not
between the children and the parents. There was a time when
we were, but that was long ago. It has been over 9 years since the
fateful morning of September 11th, 2001.
The first Christmas I remember was when I was four years old,
and my brother was seven. Every Christmas before, Grandma had
been baking Apple Brown Betty as a dessert for after presents. It
was her own special recipe, and it was the most delicious mixture
of cinnamon, apples, and nutmeg that I’ve ever eaten. This
Christmas, however, was special since William and I were allowed
to help Grandma bake it, but no one else. We helped measure
and mix, making a whole mess of the kitchen, but Grandma just
laughed it off. We helped place the mixture in the baking dish,
and put the topping over it. And, since we were special helpers, we
got to have a secret first taste before we opened presents.
All the while, Grandma just beamed at our giggles and smiles,
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she loved us, her only grandchildren. She spoiled us rotten, but
taught us that we were to appreciate what we got, and that family
ruled over everything. Every year for Christmas, she got both
William and I a picture book, even as we grew older. I’ll never
forget that first Christmas, with all of the family sitting there,
after we opened our presents, as Grandma, WIlliam and I brought
out the Brown Betty. Everyone said it was delicious, making my
brother and I proud of our work. I’ll never forget that Christmas.
A few years later, I was in grade school, and my brother was
in middle school. William would always pick me up after school,
and walk me home. Except for one day, William wanted to go play
with his friends, and I would have to walk home alone. I took
this as a challenge, being a “big girl 3rd grader”, and was excited
to make the trek on my own. That day was also Show and Tell
day, with a Christmas theme of our favorite toy. I brought in an
American Girl doll, a Samantha Parkington doll that Grandma
had given me for Christmas the year before.
I was thrilled to show the class my doll, to everyone except
Parker Jones. He was one of the boys that always picked on me.
Parker made fun of my shoes, my hair, just about anything. I was
nervous that he’d try to take the doll from me. Nevertheless, I told
the class about all of the adventures I had with Samantha, how we
would have little tea parties together, play dress up, and cuddle
together. Parker pointed and laughed at me, and I felt sheepish.
Why did he have to be so mean? I never understood him back
then.
But it didn’t matter, my confidence came back as I began the
walk home. It was snowing outside, so I wore my special flannel
patterned jacket with the gold buttons and matching mittens. As
I was walking home, Parker Jones came up to me. “Your doll is
stupid” he told me. “It is not!” I shouted back, hiding Samantha
behind my back. “Oh yeah? Well, then give it here!” Parker lunged
for the doll, and I moved away, crying, “No! This is my doll, you
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can’t have it!” He shoved me to the ground, and ripped the doll out
of my hands. “See, it is an ugly doll” he said, and I protested again,
“It is not! Give it back!” He merely chuckled, pushed me down
again, and ran off. Tears began to fill my eyes as I sat in the snow.
I walked home, heartbroken without Samantha, sobbing along
the way. Then I saw my brother walking with my friends, and I
ran up to him, crying. I buried my face in his jacket, and told him
the whole story of how Parker pushed me and took my doll. An
angry grimace took over William’s face, and he ran off in Parker’s
direction. I didn’t see the events that took place, but from what
I remember, Parker ended up with a terrible bloody nose that
ruined his shirt.
William walked up to me, holding Samantha, but with a sad
look on his face. “I’m sorry Sarah, I couldn’t protect her” he said,
handing me the doll. Her clothing was ripped and torn, an eye
was poked out, and the hair was cut and mangled. I held her close
to my chest, and then hugged my brother, promising I’d never let
either of them go. “Thank you big brother” I said, with tears in
my eyes, she was still the most beautiful thing I’d ever seen. I still
have her, she lays on my bed in my apartment, and I sleep with her
every night.
Flash forward a few years later, I was in sixth grade, and my
brother just started high school. The year was 1998, and it might
have been the worst Christmas ever. At the start of Winter Break,
Grandma got a very bad cold, and she had passed away. Her last
words to William and I were, “Never forget each other, always
support each other, because it might be all you got.” She gave us
the recipe for Brown Betty on her death bed. We sat there, holding
hands, crying, right up until Grandma left this world, painless
and smiling. She left a hole in our hearts that could never be filled.
We wanted Grandma back, we didn’t want to go home. Mom
and Dad were fighting a lot, something that had never happened
before. Something about women, or finances, I didn’t know what
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it was and William wouldn’t explain it to me. I was still his little
sister, and he felt he had to protect me. Grandma’s house was
always a sanctuary, but now we’d never get it back.

Unbroken

Art

By Angela Santos

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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The
Adderall Empire

Nonfiction

By Andrew K. Smith

Those first few sunbreaks were spellbinding, flooded with the
hyper awareness of a new empire. I saw gold grass, clear diamonds.
I smiled, and smiled again. I began to realize that, like Lewis and
Clark, I might need a compass, something to point me in the right
direction, but when it comes to decrypting well-being there is
startlingly little support. So in Edmonds, Washington when the
sun comes up and I lie on my hand-me-down mattress inspecting
the quick, quick morning sun sparkling on my pill canteen, I
think that no matter what is happening in that room, my pills
are watching me. The pills glared out of the bottle at me, a light
carroty orange, oblong, diamond capsule, quickly put together,
small, and lightweight, with a panicky, smooth plastic-like crust.
But there is something about the way the small white beads in the
shell are keeping still, something strongly scornful and knowing
in the customary shell recommends that, somewhere below this
restless sturdiness is a flaw as infinite as it is inflexible, like an exgirlfriend’s hazardous rage, yet so entirely astonishing.
Very swiftly I turned to face the bottle better or as though God’s
hand came down to earth and slapped me in the face and turned
my life around. The house was blackening. The pills inside the
bottle stood on my nightstand at my service; I was terribly aware
of the pills’ muscles, and of mine. I got up and walked over to the
nightstand and stuck my tongue out at it. I wanted to stand there,
concealed and still. But then, far inside, I felt the chemical bond of
amphetamines scrambling to help, gushing to unclutter the gates
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of the synthetically built empire, and let the noble archduke of
delight come in. I felt so aimless, like a bouncy ball, bouncing and
bouncing, and I began to wonder where I’d land.

After all those years of being “the kid” that parents told
their sons and daughters not to hangout with, all those times I
embarrassed my family and myself, they were over. I was going
to get help. My main fear was that I was going to mess up and I
did not want to end up in jail or be that crazy guy everyone avoids
in the town. So when those cops took the handcuffs off of me
freshman year of high school after going streaking, my parents
got me some assistance. My life changed when I was diagnosed
with ADHD, and I was prescribed Adderall.
Adderall began transforming my lifestyle into one filled with
solitude. That space between rock bottom and being sane was
slick, and I kept on sliding back and forth. I felt that Adderall had
made me a more sensitive person, cracking me down into pieces.
Eventually I reached a point where I was scared that if I quit taking
Adderall I would slip and fall down to the rock bottom.
The worst part though was that Adderall attacked my inner
voice and I was not a talkative person anymore. I gave up talking
because when the Adderall came about I turned silent. It ruined
many situations where I could have had way more fun if I would
have talked. Examples consisted of being in the presence of girls.
Halfway through my junior year of high school on a winter
night I carpooled with a fling of mine named Tanya Britt to the
Sheraton Seattle Hotel to gawk at the 14th annual Gingerbread
village display. I was wearing an ugly Christmas sweater, which
was my lame attempt to appear festive. She was all dolled up in
her white top with a burnt sienna colored scarf that matched her
cinnamon hair. She always had a colossal smile with the cutest
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dimples that pressed her cheeks. The whole car ride there I did not
speak at all. I wanted to, but words would not form into complete
sentences. I swear we only submerged into conversation about the
rain that had drenched my car. It stressed me out. I wanted to say
something, but what?
A few minutes later we were at the hotel and held each other’s
hands as we walked slowly together gazing at the gingerbread
mansions.
“Whoa look at this one Andrew, it has a chocolate syrup
fountain!” she said, and squeezed my hands tighter, hopeful that
I would respond.
I scratched above my right ear and mumbled, “fountain.” Gosh,
it was so embarrassing. I felt wordless as my head bubbled with
blood.
Somehow she was not completely annoyed with me yet and
said, “I love this one. It’s so cool!”
I looked at her and smirked, saying nothing. I pushed no more
words out of my cerebellum that night. She came and knocked on
my door, and even rang my doorbell, but I was not there. I was
somehow different – I couldn’t form words out of my thoughts.
She never called or texted me again. It was another failed
romance on the old belt for me, because I was in a romance with
someone else; I was in an unwanted romance with a psycho bitch
named Adderall. It just seemed like I could have spoken so much
more if I was not on it – she made me calm, and silenced me. It
was killing me, and has altered me. I wanted to leave the Adderall
Empire and enter back to the normal world.
Imagine taking Adderall were a sport. It would be like jumping
from space. A window opened, and a robust draft blasts you down
through the atmosphere. Then slowly, you plunge hazardously,
with a gulp and a breath. The atmosphere and you become the
same. Then comes the moment, four minutes, when you wait for
the restraints to deploy inside you. You stop soaring and start,
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finally, to recline down to ground level. A changed person, the
buzzing channels in your brain form a sequence of new thoughts.
The land has escaped you. You are living on a different frequency
for the next six to 12 hours, or maybe forever. I wanted to leave the
dare devil lifestyle inside this alternate world.
I had surrendered myself to Adderall and it was eating away at
my soul. This pushed me to grasp for reality and rationalize what
was really going on – what was at stake. Adderall had created a
false perception of who I was. That’s why I turned to Cogmed, an
alternate method to treating ADHD.
I ended up stumbling into the office of Lorie Overland. She was
a Cogmed practitioner who worked at Family Learning Strategies
in Edmonds. She had a big smile, shiny white and gray hair, and a
soft voice that made me feel at home. Lorie was a counselor as well
as an educational ADHD specialist. She invited me in and stood
near her chair, allowing me to sit anywhere I desired.
She stuck out her right hand. “Andrew, how are you?” she said
the afternoon we met.
“I’m doing alright,” I grunted, and sprawled out on the couch
with my arms crossed and my feet kicked up.
She sat. She always would have a grin from ear to ear. At that
time, I was frustrated with all the recent findings of me. Naturally,
I despised her grin.
“Anything new going on you wanted to talk about? Anything
at all? We have a client-counselor privilege, you know? I don’t tell
your mom and dad about anything we have talked about.”
I folded my arms tighter and said, “Yeah. I play baseball. I’m a
pitcher.”
Her eyes brightened up that I’d actually said something. “Wow,
that’s so neat Andrew. Do you like playing baseball?”
I nodded. “Yeah it’s fun. It passes the time I guess.”
She scooted closer to me and things were going as scheduled.
I was dipping into the platitudes like I always tended to do. That
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is, until she mentioned a cognitive gym called Cogmed Working
Memory Training. My ears wiggled and eyes lit up bigger than the
Empire State Building on Christmas Eve.
“What’s Cogmed?” I asked. My tone of voice was starting to
flutter with excitement.
“It’s an experimental computer program that helps people with
ADHD, Invented by Dr. Torkel Klingberg in Sweden in 2001,” she
remarked.
To myself, I thought that was pretty cool. But I was skeptical.
Hell, I was skeptical of everything though. I was the epitome of
the word skeptical.
She explained to me that it was an online computer-generated
program with exercises that exercised the brain muscles. The
skepticism was moving toward more of a cynical vibe now, but
that was just my brain fumbling. My brain thought it was too
cool for the experimental journey. After an internal bedridden
argument with my brain, I mustered up the courage and accepted
the opportunity from Lorie who was so kindly trying to help
my little soul. I was about to enter what I called the Cogmed
Clubhouse.

Inspiration:
Digital Multimedia
By Emily Weeks

“On My Own” was a music video commissioned by Belgian
band Psy’Aviah. Some inspirations for the video included PreRaphaelite paintings, gothic literature, Romanticism, botanical
illustrations, Art Nouveau, Klimt, German Expressionist film,
and others. Motifs and themes that I wanted to explore in the
video included ghosts, memory, destruction of nature, thorns and
tangled foliage, dreams/nightmares, drowning, and memory.
The landscape and flora in the film were influenced by
the Palouse, into whose grassy expanses I wandered to make
drawings and paintings. As for the animation, for the most
part I used colored pencils and watercolor on paper. Almost all
the backgounds are a mixture of various media including pen,
pencil, watercolor, and gouache. There are some digital elements
incorporated into the backgrounds and animation as well. I
composited it in After Effects.

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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Basket Lady
By Michelle Filler

Art

Definition

Poetry

By Elizabeth Gallien

Definition[def-uh-nish-un]
noun
1.
formal or informal declaration of meaning or
significance based upon restrictions and limitations that are
formally or informally policed

the State defines
the Federal Government defines
society defines
		
but I am not
this limited definition
stitched between laws and lies
the thread snaps before it
ever sews my hands
together in prayer
to the God I cannot believe in
the God whose word infiltrates the laws
whose book tells my mother
I can never marry the woman
I love
whose book tells her
I will rest in flames
charring my body
in agony
I’ll scream
I will rot – flesh burning
‘til only ashes remain
But I will find my own family
where I can build my own tree
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Mini Coupe

Art

By Amanda Bentley
my own strengths carved
beneath layers of bark
and I dream that someday
someday
		
family won’t just mean
mother father and children
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Caramel Apple

Fiction

By Andrew K. Smith

It’s February and almost Valentines Day, so naturally I had
a wedding to attend to. I was all fired up with my oxford-grey
suit with a vest and ready to go, but one essential component was
missing, a date. It’s a big bad world out there, stuffed with girls
that hide inside in their self-preserved bungalows rather than
going outside in public. Conveniently enough I carpooled with an
old flame of mine who didn’t have any wedding etiquette, as we
almost didn’t make it on time. Luckily, we managed to sneak in at
the last second. It was a smaller wedding, so I was at an advantage,
as I knew almost everyone already. There were two big challenges
facing me before the cutting of the cake. The first was that I felt as
though I was under a magnifying lens. Tanya was literally staring
me down and watching every move I made. Either she was looking
into my soul or was putting some voodoo hex on me. Neither
of which I was into. The other problem was that there were not
going to be many opportunities tonight for meeting potential wife
material. Every girl was married, engaged or my least favorite, too
young. A big deal breaker for me is a younger woman. Okay, call
me ageist, a grave robber, but I’m not someone striving to be a
girl’s little caramel apple; just trust me on this rule of thumb.
Fast-forward one hour and a few glasses of champagne later.
I was on the dance floor showing off when I was approached by
a mom on the prowl. Not a cougar, but a mom on the prowl for a
son-in-law. Apparently, you can never start too early on recruiting
potential husbands because this woman was asking if I would meet
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her daughter. Her 18-year-old daughter. “No way” I thought, “no
way.” But I sucked it up and followed behind her for the girl. I just
wanted this to be over and done. Then there she was all dolled up
in a red dress. I swear girls looked so much older in today’s world,
but fuck me, right? Without warming up the conversation the
mom said, “Ellie, this is Ashton, Ashton this is Ellie. I’m going to
go see how dad’s doing. You know how he gets at these weddings,”
and quickly scurried off into the flux of people.
Ellie stood and looked at me with her panther eyes. I had to
say something, but what? So I said the first thing that came to
my mind, “What’s your number?” She looked at me with the
most confused spooked -out look. I don’t really blame her though
I mean it couldn’t have been a more random thing to do, but I
imagined it would maybe break the ice. I could tell she was
trying to gather words to say something back, but before she had
the chance I said, “It’s cool if you don’t want to.” We were both
standing there and were uncomfortably squirming in our shoes. I
did both of us a favor and resolved this forced awkward intimate
situation. I figured I should say the funniest thing I could think of
and run for the hills. So as I was turning for the door to put both
of us out of our misery, I said, “smell ya later” and walked back to
my table with my loser old hookup Tanya. I never looked back.
-Only that’s not how it happened
Let’s retrace back to when Ellie stood with a colossal smile from
ear to ear with her safari blue eyes. I took a breath and said “Come
on fess up. What’s with the mom introducing me to you?”
“You mock” she said. Stretching for her toes, “what don’t you
understand?” She paused, “Gosh these heels make my feet ache.”
I chuckled, “I’m just giving you a hard time.”
She rose like grandmas homemade bread, stepped closer to me,
and placed her bright pink fingernails upon the table for balance.
“Who is the girl staring me down over there?”
I smirked, “Tanya? Just an old summer fling. Her and I used to
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hook up. I had no date. Cut me some slack.” I was wishing I could
camp out in the middle of the conversation for millenniums.
This girl was the smart type; she could handle every one of my
analogies. I really got into a rhythm when I was with this girl.
It felt as if I were a veteran quarterback, standing in the pocket,
throwing first down after first down.
She folded her arms and said, “How old might you be? Your
pretty smooth for an older man.”
“I like to believe I still have my muse. Or maybe just the fact
that women seem to be getting more and more accessible, you
know? I mean we have all these tools in today’s world that provoke
conversation. It just seems to me like these instruments are taking
us away from the mysterious non-verbal things that happen in
conversations,” I replied. I was realizing how much I’ve missed
the pure anxious feeling that I get inside my loins when I brewed
up some conversation from scratch.
Ellie blushed “You’re funny. I need a drink,” she said.
A few minutes later we were sucking down some bubbly
champagne at the wedding table. It was a fever pitch of excitement.
“Look at my booty call over there, she gone texted herself stupid. I
bet she has texted me novels by now,” I said of a man with a baby
face that began to turn into a red face from the copious amount of
champagne that’s been poured down my hole.
“Not even close” replied Ellie. “I bet we could make a drinking
game, every time she looks at her phone we drink.”
I scooted closer to her, grabbed her hand, then looked back at
Tanya. Within seconds she sensed me looking and took it as an
invitation as she marched over to where Ellie and I sat.
“This wedding is lame” Tanya said, and punched me in the
shoulder.
I tensed up and felt like an actor who forgets their lines in front
of a packed house on opening night. It was real awkward.
Then Ellie let go of my hand and came in for the save, “I’m
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going to the bathroom,” and walked off.
“Who the fuck is that?” grunted Tanya.
I nodded. “I’m keeping my flirt muscles limber. That’s all.”
“Whatever,” Tanya said, and jerked her purse strap higher over
her shoulder.
I pulled $30 out of my blazer pocket “Here is $30. I’m sorry.
Call a cab.”
“You’re an asshole Ashton!” and stampeded off.
A few seconds went by and Ellie arrived back from the
bathroom. I filled her in on the details, minus my attempt of how
I tumbled into the platitudes. That’s the thing about me, I have
issues of being committed to someone, and for the life of me I
haven’t figured out why. After I gave her the scoop it was as if my
words nurtured her in some way, and I realized I broke my own
rule of thumb of striving not to be a girl’s caramel apple.

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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The Jay

By Olivia Lindsey

Poetry

The Guide

Art

By Colt Fetters

The Jay thinks itself proud,
Strutting about
On top of the world;
It owns the Tree.
The Sparrow may not
Love the Chickadee,
That love is different,
Insulting to the Jay.
Parrots may not
Perch upon the Tree,
It is too vibrant;
Threatening the stability.
Only dull color birds
May enter the Tree;
No diversity allowedNo playing freely.
The Tree is dead;
No birds sing,
The Jay does not
See its own monstrosity.
Blinded by the divine,
Power makes us foolsThe Jay is ignorant.
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Kool-Aid
Lunch Break

Fiction

By Andrew Braddock

My Last
You see the way light flickers in the wind.
You say that you love me.
Waiting on the steps of the front walk in the bright yellow lowlight,
Looking at white panels of the house, paint chipped.
They reveal dark wood evidence of harsh weather and time.
The haze of the moon is gray in the smoke settling beyond the
hills and the trees.
My shadow is broken up by stairs, and leaves sliding across the
pavement in the wind.
Glancing up the road, it is vacant again.
Strands of hair sway with the branches and brush against my eyes.
I close them before another look towards the road.
Tonight is like any other. Every day is exactly the same.
A sad realization that pronouncing love is better left unsaid.
With a shift of weight, and the crunch of dry leaves,
I lean against the white back drop of the weather beaten boards,
And run my fingers along the small lines of dark wood grain.
There is no one on the road.
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This has been my last poem. I don’t know what to do, I have
nothing left to write, and for that reason, I am already gone. Winter
did not feel nice this year, and I can’t stand the morning rain. I
can’t yield change any longer. Not for myself, not for my students.
My teeth are coffee stained and neglected. As I am writing this, I
see that I have missed my favorite time on the clock. It’s probably
just as well. I’m dizzy, and my brain feels heavy and sick. I’m done
fighting.
With regret and anticipation,
Martha Franklin.
Why couldn’t I ever fly?

The roads aren’t symmetrical in Rusko California. Residential
streets are mostly void of sidewalks, and they curve at random,
giving birth to skewed property lines, dead end streets, and culde-sacs. I hear people say that “if you don’t leave after high school,
you might never get out.” It seems funny now, to think of my rural
hometown as a prison rather than a playground. But I suppose it
was easier to appreciate the little things when I was younger, like
the sun shining bright before the weekend
Spring was upon us at Lincoln Elementary, and a particular
Friday in April was especially pleasant for our fourth grade class.
Our teacher Ms. Franklin had been gone for several weeks, after
undergoing an operation. When she came back to school the
previous Monday, she sat our whole class down and explained
that she was taking medicine that might make her “a little sleepy”
throughout the day. She asked us if we would be patient with her,
and we all nodded in agreement. Frankly, we were glad to finally
get rid of Mr. Smith, who was known as the strictest substitute in
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the district. Mr. Smith was a tall man, with stubby whiskers, and
always wore a light brown tweed jacket. He often had a lozenge in
his mouth, and the smell of menthol was overpowering when he
would lean in to look at our math worksheets. He gave too much
homework, and we had caught wind that he didn’t let Jason from
the third grade go to the bathroom, making him pee his pants. In
any case, we were happy to have our regular teacher back.
Now on Friday, looking back, I did notice some differences in
Ms. Franklin. She looked mostly the same, with long brown frizzy
hair, blue jeans, and white tennis shoes. However, she seemed
even nicer than before. It was a persona that matched her bright
green knit sweater. I remember that she gave us candy, and took
us out for an early recess.
“It’s too nice outside to stay cooped up in here all day” she
said, walking toward her desk. She grabbed a tin box, decorated
with teddy bears wearing bow ties. “Line up at the door,” she
shouted, and several students rushed into action, in the attempt of
occupying the coveted front position. Ignoring the pushing and
jostling for position in the front of the line, Ms. Franklin started at
the back and worked herself forward, handing each of us a piece of
candy. When I received Dots, my head snapped up, and I quickly
scanned my nearest companions in the hopes of a trade. I have
always hated Dots, especially the way they stick to my teeth, and
I would have settled for almost anything else, but before I could
swap, Ms. Franklin was already leading us out of the classroom.
We walked down the staircase towards the office lobby, and
filed outside towards the playground equipment. As the door
opened I had to shield my eyes for a moment to get acquainted
with the sun, and I kept walking with my head down, and eyes
on my shadow trailing closely behind. I left my hand inside the
sleeve of my sweatshirt, and let the fabric slide across the coarse
wall of the building. I felt the patterns of the un-even brick guide
my arm’s movement as I continued forward.
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We shuffled our feet, in quiet anticipation, eager to be let loose
from the confines of the single file line. I saw dark green grass
stretch the length of the play field. A chain linked fence laid the
perimeter, as a barrier separating us from the cracked sidewalks
of the shaded street. A siren started to blare, and we all looked
over, across the field to see an ambulance speeding away, leaving
cars pulled over in its wake.

Continued on landescapes.wsu.edu
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Untitled

By Tyler Schroder
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Art

C ontributors

Contributors

Contributors

Bailey Badger

is a junior at Washington State
University, pursuing a degree in
Creative Writing. A Seattle native
and a lover of travel, you can always
find her with her face two inches
from a book or writing at her favorite
coffee shop on the beach.

Poetry

Matt Benoit

is a senior communication major from
Bellingham, Washington. His primary
passions in life are telling stories and
jokes. Matt performs improv and
stand-up comedy, writes for The
Daily Evergreen, and is also a DJ at
the University of Idaho’s student-run
radio station. His favorite dessert is
the cannoli.

Jessie Barker

Amanda Bentley

is 19 and a sophomore at WSU. Besides
studying Elementary Education, and
writing, taking pictures takes up a lot
of her time. She likes Nintendo and
eating ice cream for breakfast, she
also loves the cold side of the pillow,
guns, bows, and comic books.

was born and raised in the Palouse.
She is finishing up her last semester
as a BAFA and is ready to take the
world by storm after graduation. Her
artwork usually involves an ordinary
subject interpreted in a whimsical
way as she seeks to show beauty in
everyday life.

Art

Andrew Braddock

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the author of
“Kool-Aid Lunch Break.”

Fiction
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Art

Brian Claire

is a senior at WSU and is majoring
in Digital Technology & Culture.
His primary emphasis is in web and
graphic design but he also just loves
technology in general. When back
home in Camas, WA he loves to go
to Trail Blazer basketball games and
Voodoo Doughnuts.

Digital Multimedia
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Contributors

Contributors

Alex Dankers

Poetry

“He attacked everything in life with
a mix of extraordinary genius and
naïve incompetence, and it was often
difficult to tell which was which.”
– Douglas Adams
Alex Dankers was born in Glasgow,
Montana and lived most of his life in
a forest. This simultaneously explains
a lot and practically nothing.

Michelle Filler

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the artist of
“Basket Lady.”

Art

Elizabeth Gallien

Ashley Ellis

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the author of
“Definition.”

is mostly described as: crazy, funny,
caring, and hyper, all of which
she concedes to. She is a slave to
her constant flow of thoughts, and
imagination. Ashley hopes to one
day achieve the status of Truman
Capote and Jack London.

Poetry

Colt Fetters

a photographer from Edgewood, WA is
working towards a career in Outdoor
Education. He enjoys photographing
people interacting in their natural
environment. His inspiration comes
from capturing outdoor culture, the
life that follows the climbers, skiers,
and adventurers.

Art
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Gerardo Gomez

Born and raised in Mexico for
fourteen years and the rest of his
life in Washington State, Gerardo
has earned a bachelor’s degree in
Visual Art at Heritage University
located in the Yakima Valley. As an
artist he finds sculpting meditating,
exhausting, healing, challenging
and emotional. He has worked with
clay for many years and recently
Art
assisted in a large scale project that was glass casted. Gerardo attributes
unconditional feelings for sculpting and a very deep inner passion for
architecture. He is currently pursuing a master degree in Architecture.
“Art keeps me going and Architecture is no longer a dream of mine, is
more of a pleasurable challenge to conquer”

Contributors

Contributors

Jonathan Goyt

is an English major from Orondo,
Washington.

Fiction

Hannah Hollmann

originates
from
San
Diego,
California. She is in her final
semester at Washington State
University and is majoring in
Rhetoric and Professional Writing
and minoring in Communication.
She finds sarcasm, like a good cup of
coffee, is best served in a thick, bitter
brew.

Julia Grace

Corinne Kinney

is a senior majoring in communication
at WSU. She has been singing since
she could speak and has always had
a passion for music. She has been
writing her own songs for years
and plans to continue well into the
future.

Music

Garfield Hillson

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the author
of “Learn Chinese” and “High
Revelations.”

Poetry
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As an English major with a Spanish
minor, Corinne’s emphasis in
creative writing has fueled a recent
love for poetry. A native to eastern
Washington, she is most content
when riding her horses and savoring
the many blessings God has given
her; most importantly His grace and
love.

Kyle Koch

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the artist of
“The Overlooking Bend.”

Art
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Contributors
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Amy Nellis

Olivia Lindsey

Poetry

has had an interest in poetry since
Elementary and writes her own
musings in her free time. She was
born in Kent, WA to two thespian
parents who encouraged her
creativity. This fall Olivia enrolled
at Washington State University
and is working to become a Speech
Language Pathologist.

Alison Mand

is a sophomore from Vancouver,
Washington. She is pursuing degrees
in Digital Technology and Culture
and Spanish while participating as
a member of the varsity Women’s
Swim Team at WSU. Alison looks
forward to developing her visual
design skills and applying them
to web design. This is her first
experience publishing her work.

Stevie Morrow

Christine Rushton

Art

“Writing: an escape; a means of
expression; a major, a career; a
type of freedom, of liberation. All
these definitions for writing exist
behind every word Stevie puts on
paper. Inspiration drawn from the
ordinary, the unoriginal, and the
ugly dominate her writing.”
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Amy is described as quiet yet very
determined. She agrees with this,
but adds that she is not so quiet once
she gets to know you. She doesn’t
allow obstacles to stand in the way of
what she wants and she will problem
solve until she finds a way to make
her goal or dream into a reality. Her
passion is writing. Her two favorite
genres are Nonfiction and Fiction.
She considers her favorite authors
Poetry
to be Truman Capote, Kathryn Harris, Lauren Kate, and Jane Austen.
She hopes to one day achieve the readership and success of her favorite
authors, especially Jane Austen and Truman Capote.

Nonfiction|Poetry

Life
without
music,
writing
and words, is never an option.
A writer, editor and musician,
Christine Rushton is currently a
junior and honors college student
at Washington State University
pursuing a double bachelor’s degree
in journalism and flute performance.
She plans to pursue a master’s degree
in publishing and editing.

Angela Santos

is a Pullman, Washington based artist
working on gaining her Bachelor’s or
Arts in Fine Art focusing on Studio
Art. She is a manager at the local
theater and is a dedicated leader.
Mrs. Santos focuses on painting,
drawing, and printmaking and is
inspired and motivated everyday by
her husband.

Art
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Contributors

Contributors

Tyler Schroder

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the aritst of
“Untitled.”

Owen Strom

was a student at Washington State
University during the 2012-2013
school year, and was the aritst of
“Mountain Goats.”

Art

Art

Andrew Smith

A nuancing portrait of a true-tolife dork, that’s how committed
Andrew Smith is to the new Andrew
Smith. Sometimes his humor is
misconceived as ill mannered. He
tries to joke his way out of sticky
situations. His mantra is enjoying
the privilege of youth. Oh and he
knows how to work a Grill! Okay
now he just referred to himself in 4th
person.

Duke Sullivan

Nonfiction|F i ct i o n

Scott Simonetti

Art
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The basis of Scott’s work is discovery.
His process facilitates discovering
what the material is capable of
being and exploring what happens
when it is pushed to be something
unexpected. The behavior and
will of the material takes shape, it
transfigures and is transfigured by
its surroundings.

is an undergraduate at Washington
State University pursuing degrees
in English and music performance.
Through years of classical musical
training and his work in freelance
and research, his capacity for
editorial work, creative writing,
and performance thrives. Today, he
strives to combine his talents into an
interdisciplinary model of what the
Fiction|M us i c
written word can represent, and in turn create a new aesthetic where
the combination and direction of sounds and specific gestures found in
music represent the same qualities in the words on the page.

Mackenzie Weber

is a proud resident of Stimson Hall.
He is currently majoring in English
and Philosophy during his
time
at Washington State University. His
favorite writing genre is science
fiction, although recently he has been
dabbling in general fiction and prose/
narrative poetry. His influences
include Buddy Levy and Dan Abnett.
His submission is dedicated to his
mother.

Fiction
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Contributors

Emily Weeks

is a French and Fine Arts student at
WSU who has also studied Character
Animation at the California Institute
of the Arts. A native of Southwestern
Washington, she strives to understand the complexities of the
land through her creative work in
painting and filmmaking.

Art | Digital
MultiMedia

Danica Wixom

A native of Vancouver, Washington,
Danica Wixom is a senior doublemajoring in Humanities General
Studies and Spanish. Making art has
a therapeutic element for Wixom.
After her father passed away in
2003, art became an essential part of
processing her grief. “Clocks” is one
of the series of grief paintings.
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Chief

Poetry
Deven Tokuno

could not be prouder of her staff.
She is excited to see what the bright
future holds for LE, and hopes that
her path and the journal’s meet up in
the end.

Devin Freimark

is a senior creative writing major
with a passion for the written
word and his home, the Pacific
Northwest. His time as poetry
editor for LandEscapes has been full
of wonderful experiences, and he
wishes the best for all the creative
and talented people involved.

Art

Howard Noggle

Katie Ann Brunell

seeks adventure wherever she goes.
Growing up the northwest instilled
in her a love and curiosity of the
natural world. This curiosity has
led to many discoveries, travels, and
even more questions. Katie Ann
will be graduating from Washington
State University in the spring of 2013
with a Bachelor of Fine Arts and a
minor in Global Studies.

Cera Rodriguez

is a senior graduating
in May
2013 with a degree in English
concentration in Creative Writing.
As a student, Cera spent her time as
the chair of the Visual, Performing,
Literary Arts Committee and oh yes,
going to classes. Cera loves to paint,
draw, or paint and draw, or even
draw and paint.
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is a Creative Writing major, enjoying
his first, and last, year as a poetry
editor for Landescapes. Between
completing a second minor in
Anthropology and his other courses,
he enjoys staying culturally relative
through music, games, movies and
other media.

Shen Wu Tan

is one of LandEscapes poetry editors
this year.
She is pursuing a
Bachelor’s degree in English with a
concentration in Creative Writing.
After Shen graduates, she hopes to
work for a publishing company as an
editor or publisher.
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Nonfiction
Jessica Ganje

is a rhetoric and professional writing
major. She is also working on a DTC
major and completing a minor in
Biology. This is her first year working
in an editorial position, where she is
currently a fiction editor. She wants
to either be a technical writer or an
editor after she graduates.

Katherine Naulty

is majoring is Rhetoric and
Professional Writing and minoring
in Political Science. In her free
time Katherine is a freelance
photographer. She is passionate
about scarves, knitting, Christmas
time, and all things warm. Last
year, she discovered French Pressed
coffee; her life will never be the same.

Ana Schmidt

Erin Nicolai

is a bit odd, a tad strange, and a
whole lot of logophile. She, among
other things, is a luddite, a lover of
portmanteaus & Cormac McCarthy,
and a Literature major. She thinks
LandEscapes is splendiferous. Fin.

Bushra Zaman

loves the thrill of written and spoken
word. She is a senior English major
in the Rhetoric and Professional
Writing track; this is her second year
as a LandEscapes editor. She hopes
that the yellow brick road will pave
the way for a career in non-profit
work.
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is a senior, to be graduated with a BA
in English and minors in Political
Science and Global Studies. She
plans on continuing to wear out her
passport chasing life’s stories.

Beth Notturno

Raised by potty-mouth New
Yorkers in the beautiful Northwest,
Beth cannot wait for the culture
shock of a big city. She soaked up
Digital Technology & Culture as an
undergraduate and wants to be part
of the digital revolution through
journalistic activism and art.
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Design

Web
Molly Dolan

is a senior double majoring in Digital
Technology and Culture and Spanish
with a minor in Fine Arts. She
loves to painting, design, drawing,
photography, and anything else that
involves using her creativity. She
plans on traveling the world one day.

Allison Hartinger

graduated fall 2012 with a minor
in psychology and a professional
writing certificate. She was a web
editor for LE. She currently works
for TATA. She enjoys being outside
running on trails and swimming
laps in a pool.

Camille Frate

Alex Jarvis

graduated in fall 2012. She was a
design editor for LE and designed
the cover art for this issue.

Nina Rose Venables

is a transfer student in her senior
year double majoring in English,
Rhetoric and Professional Writing,
and Digital technology and Culture.
Inspired by the human condition,
Nina plans to continue her education
to help others. She hopes to
eventually teach or work for a nonprofit.
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is a senior Digital Technology and
Culture major with a concentration
in multimedia authoring. Alex
will be graduating with a minor
in Fine Arts with an emphasis in
photography. He is a web editor with
LandEscapes. In his free time he
enjoys snowboarding, photography,
and his chinchilla, Dexter.

Marketing
Alyssa Patrick

read the 2008 edition of LandEscapes
five years ago, and has had a love
affair with the journal ever since.
From being a contributor to
promoting the journal, LandEscapes
is a highlight of her college career. It
has shown her the publishing world
that she now hopes to enter.
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You can’t fool us. You picked up this journal,
so that means you have an eye for the creative.
So dont just read,

JOIN US!
Submit, become an editor, or view our journal
online at:

landescapes.wsu.edu
facebook.com/lewsu

landescapes.wsu@gmail.com

We accept submissions for:

Nonfiction, Fiction, Poetry, Art, Digital Multimedia, or Music

Get credit & become an intern! We hire Editors & Staff for:

Nonfiction, Fiction, Poetry, Art, Music, Digital Multimedia or Design
and more!

